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Feedback

We give feedback to our students.

We care about feedback because we hope that it leads to improved
learning and performance by our students.

Feedback on learning is recognised as so important that it features
on many student evaluation of teaching surveys and on Australia’s
national Course Experience Questionnaire (CEQ).

We care about the feedback we get on feedback.

Universities care about the feedback they get on feedback.
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Feedback for student learning

Sadler (1989) sees feedback (in general) as a key element in
formative assessment, and lists three necessary conditions for
effective feedback

understanding the required level of performance,

comparing your own performance to this required level, and

engaging in action to lead to a reduction of this gap.

Robinson (in press), on feedback in mathematics: “effective
feedback needs to be timely, good quality, and crucially . . . it should
provoke some action from students to promote further learning.”

Note the conflict: time vs quality.
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An aside on assessment

Gibbs and Simpson (2004–05): Forbes & Spence (1991) reported a
study of assessment on an engineering course at Strathclyde
University.

When lecturers stopped marking weekly problem sheets because
they were simply too busy, students did indeed stop tackling the
problems, and their exam marks went down as a consequence.
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An aside on assessment

Gibbs and Simpson (2004–05): Forbes & Spence (1991) reported a
study of assessment on an engineering course at Strathclyde
University.

When lecturers stopped marking weekly problem sheets because
they were simply too busy, students did indeed stop tackling the
problems, and their exam marks went down as a consequence.
But when lecturers introduced periodic peer-assessment of the
problem sheets—as a course requirement but without the marks
contributing—students exam marks increased dramatically to a
level well above that achieved previously when lecturers did the
marking.
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Feedback for us

Students ranked the question on “assessment - feedback” lowest
on the CEQs in an analysis of responses from 14 Australian
universities. The metric used is the “best aspects”:“needs
improvement” ratio; it scored 1:10. (Scott, 2006)

Ramsden comments that on the CEQ, the statement “Teaching
staff here normally give helpful feedback on how you are going”
finds student agreement on the “good courses”, and disagreement
on the “bad courses”. He claims that “this item most clearly
differentiated the best and worst courses”.
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Feedback for us

The following quote from a UK study on effective feedback in
mathematics (Robinson) shows the length to which some staff will
go to improve their feedback scores:

“We don’t mark work anymore; we give feedback. We don’t talk
to students; we give feedback. We don’t give out model solutions;
we give them feedback sheets. I don’t have office hours; I have
feedback hours. Basically it’s a big rebranding exercise.”

Such a “rebranding exercise” may improve awareness among
students of what the university wants them to think feedback is.
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Feedback

Walker (on feedback on written assignments in technology
subjects):

Feedback could be information about the gap between performance
and a reference level, or it could be information about a gap that
can be used by the student to alter that gap. Information that
there is a gap could be considered to be feedback.

Something as simple as “good work” which one would usually take
to mean that the required standard has been reached could also be
considered as feedback.
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Feedback, not for student learning?

However,

Hattie and Timperley (on feedback in general) claim that praise is
ineffective.

Kluger and DeNisi: “over one-third of the feedback interventions
decrease performance.”
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Assessment and mathematics

Feedback is often linked to assessment.

The “mathsassess” project (Varsavsky, King, Coady, Hogeboom):
Assessment practices in mathematics are very similar across all
mathematics departments in Australia. Closed book assessment
(exam or test) is the dominant form, with assignments undertaken
within semester the second most common form.

mathsassess: A guide to implementing criteria based assessment
in undergraduate mathematics

Robinson: “It is notable that much mathematical feedback focuses
on two aspects: providing exemplars, typically in the form of model
solutions, and identifying student errors . . . ”.
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What is feedback?

Ticks and crosses,

Annotations on errors in written work,

Marks from written or multiple choice test,

Automated feedback in an online quiz,

Online practice questions,

That a student is below/at required standard,

A test/assignment returned,

Comments in class on common errors in an assessment task,

“Well done”,

Average mark and standard deviation,

Revision sessions,

One to one comments.
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Feedback for student learning, a small study

Perceptions on feedback.
We each surveyed one first year class at our university.

A conclusion: students enrolled in first year mathematics subjects
perceive feedback very differently to their lecturers.

Could students be missing out on accessing feedback that is
intentionally provided to improve their learning?

Different perceptions on feedback may devalue the usefulness of
questions about feedback on end-of semester surveys on the
quality of teaching.
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Feedback for student learning, a small study

University of Western Sydney

At the time of the survey, Test 1 results were available but many
students had not collected their marked tests.

However, this type of feedback was recognised most.

15% of students considered marked assessment as feedback;

5% mentioned written comments on assignments as feedback.

36% claimed to have received no feedback.

8% had received constructive criticism on their work,

9% had received comments on their progress in tutorials or
elsewhere.

“Improvement” was the most common theme in what students
wanted from feedback, yet most opportunities for improvement
were not utilised.
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Feedback for student learning

University of Melbourne

40% of students considered that marked assignments
constituted feedback,

26% saw written comments on assignments as feedback,

31% claimed that comments on their progress or comments in
tutorials is feedback,

46% explicitly commented that feedback is about ways to
improve or constructive criticism,

7% had received constructive criticism on their work,

17% received comments in tutorials or elsewhere,

15% claimed to have received no feedback.

Many stated that useful feedback involves highlighting errors or
deficiencies and instructions about how to do things correctly.

“what I did wrong and how to fix it/do it correctly”.
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Feedback for student learning

Swinburne University of Technology

45% of the students commented that “ways to improve” is a
role of feedback

only 12% reported having received feedback on “ways to
improve”, with most specifically mentioning the study plan.

48% mentioned that evaluation of performance and marks are
feedback; just over half of all students said they had received
this type of feedback.

24% used a word such as right, wrong, good, bad, mistake or
error in their definition of feedback; none used these words for
feedback received.

More than a third claimed not to have received any feedback.

Ways to improve was a recurring theme.

Students wanted detailed, worked solutions to online assignments.
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Feedback for student learning

Improvement was the most common theme, yet most
opportunities for improvement were not utilised.
All wanted ways to improve; few said they’d got it.

Teaching staff see a much broader range of student-staff and
student-resource interactions as providing feedback than students.

Walker: “Two themes emerged strongly. One was that they wished
to be told what they had got wrong, and why, and how to do
better. . . . The other was that they would appreciate being given
things to work on or watch out for in future assignments, or just
receiving general suggestions for their future assignments.”
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Feedback for student learning

Scott: “assess better by ensuring that students receive prompt and
constructive feedback on where they are progressing well and, in
those cases where improvement is needed, by telling them exactly
how this might be achieved.”

Robinson: it is important to address students’ work rather than
“done well/badly” “in bottom 20%”.

That is, address how to improve, rather than “you need to
improve”.
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